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ABSTRACT 

The author uses diagrams and images to plot the evolution of form of the camera family of products in 

order to demonstrate how the language of mass produced objects has inherent visual cues based on 

the way our cognitive faculties interpret what we see (‘the mind's eye’). Heuristics demonstrates that 

visual language 'cooperates' with spoken language in cross-tagging objects names and images. Form 

cues are also cultural in context, based on shared experience, tradition and language. As spoken 

languages continually evolve and change; so does the language of form. So do products. 

 

RATIONALE 

Though physical form always is a mainstay of product design, it was often played down or even 

neglected, being popularly labeled as only skin deep or as pure “styling”. By the end of the day, 

whatever the method they use, product designers create a physical entity – a form. We should openly 

recognize that form and aesthetics are indispensable elements not only of the design profession but of 

our “object oriented” contemporary culture. Designers are often insufficiently knowledgeable of how the 

human mind reads visual forms as an articulate language. Is the lack of inquiry into form in the design 

community a result of belief in the "Form follows Function" tenet, for long an accepted paradigm of 

modernism? Or because designers prefer to look ahead rather than back, interested in where design 

goes to rather than where design came from. Replicating human visual cognition is high on the agenda 

of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. Form recognition research is currently being carried 

out extensively in the cognitive sciences, mind studies and computer sciences. Unfortunately design 

research is barely involved. It is a pity as, from past tool makers to present innovators, form has been an 

acknowledged expression of the human species; it is the cultural constituent of design. 

 

The author explains how we recognize man-made products for what they are or what they do. Our visual 

language joins the spoken language in defining what we see on the basis of prior knowledge 

accumulated in our memory. As culture and language change continually so do archetypes (iconic 

forms) of products gradually change their form in a rational, nonrandom pattern.   

 

This paper charts the evolution of a specific product line – the camera.  It is one example out of 14 case 

studies that will appear in a book - “The Form of Design” - to be published in early 2015 by BIS 

Publishers. The book sums up contemporary research on form recognition in the cognitive sciences, in 

cultural studies, in linguistics and in design research.  
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A SHORT FRAMEWORK OF CURRENT FORM RESEARCH 

 

Mental processing of images 

� Visual cognition: human innate capacity for visual cognitive modeling. Perception: grasping the 

essential structural features of a shape, to produce a "whole" or gestalt. Geons: our brain reduces 

complex images to simpler recognized geon primitives, also making recognition less dependent on 

viewing angle distortion.  

� Images vs. words: ongoing research on vision-word interface in the brain. As we can verbalize 

thinking, we can also visualize it. There seems to be sort of a brain dictionary - visual associations 

are essential to form recognition by comparing images to prior knowledge, memories and words. 

Semantic attributes: are applied by the brain to visual representations, providing meaning, and 

thereby recognition. Mental organization: object memory tends to be grouped and located in the 

cortex corresponding to the nature of the images.  

Human innate form preferences  

� Preferences: we prefer the simple, symmetric, geometric (easier to grasp, sign of evolutionary 

fitness). Complexity: we enjoy complexity up to a certain level. Experience affects our fondness for 

complexity as experts can handle more originality than others. Acceptance: people tend to like 

culturally accepted aesthetic norms. Repetition: repetitive exposure boosts attractiveness. 

Language and man-made artifacts 

� Language defines visual concepts: Whorf Hypothesis states that language and culture are so closely 

connected that one defines the other. Recognition: a totally novel product is not wholly understood 

until it is given a proper name and that name becomes familiar. Metaphors: are fundamental in 

design - a metaphor is something that explains the unknown in well-known terms. 

� Spoken and visual languages change continually: needs of speakers drive language change - new 

technologies and experiences require new words. Language of man-made products may evolve 

faster as it is influenced by ever increasing rate of technological innovation, not only by culture. 

Technological evolution 

� Purpose: technological evolution do not behaves like random mutations in natural evolution since 

processes of technological evolution are goal oriented. Teleology: inanimate and animate entities 

evolve as if they are "intelligent”; they appear to come up with the same answers to the problem. 

Culture of man-made artifacts 

� Meme: a unit of cultural transmission. Memes may evolve by natural selection in a manner 

analogous to that of biological evolution. Memes that replicate most effectively enjoy more success. 

� Images comprehension: society is increasingly reliant on the visual to communicate information.  

Form focused design thinking 

� Nature and meaning of form: current research into man-made artifacts. Form does not arise by itself 

from a clean functional solution to the problem. Product semantics demonstrates that often meaning 

matters more than function.  

� Education: familiarity with ecology of artifacts in relation to other artifacts. This relationship has to do 

with cooperation, competition, dependency, reproduction and retirement (death) of artifacts.  
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CASE STUDY – THE CAMERA FAMILY 

As seen in chart A, this is an example of clear-cut linear evolutionary development, with a divergence into 

two distinct family branches identified by component geometry. The evolutionary route follow divergence 

and later convergence of form. Form changes from one archetype to the next abide by the continuation 

but differentiation rule. Form archetypes are purposely represented by simplified CAD images. 

 

   Chart A 

 

      

   Figure 1    Figure 2        Figure 3 

 
The stills camera 

The early cameras of the late 19
th
 Century were cubical boxes with a lens centred on one of the faces, 

with no main visual face. As the name of the product suggests – camera (room in Italian), it is a scaled 

down version of the Renaissance camera obscura – a tangible room with a pinhole on one wall and an 

inverted image projected to the opposite wall (fig. 1). Not surprising that early cameras were analogous to 
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scaled-down rooms, in shape and proportion. The Kodak box camera of 1887 (fig. 2) was the first really 

portable popular camera that imprinted the black boxy camera image in the public eye and mind. 

 

Later optical innovations improved the camera’s portability and focus - the bellow camera (fig. 3) and the 

matching viewfinder lens of the Rolleiflex camera of the late 1930’s (fig. 4). The folding bellow camera set 

the visual rule on how an ideal portable camera should look – a flattened, non-equal cuboid with its main 

plain perpendicular to the optical axis (a box and arrow denote axis in illustrations). Changing the box 

camera form, the square cross-section of the Rolleiflex camera became elongated, later to be retained in 

the large format (6X6) professional cameras, such as the classical Hasselblad, introduced in 1948 (fig. 5). 

Hasselblad, an icon in itself, immortalized as the camera taken by astronauts to the Moon, held to the 

same proportions of the Rolleiflex, but with the lens positioned on the small square face. 

 

       

Figure 4            Figure 5     Figure 6    

The first modern-looking camera, the German Leica, with its superb optics that legitimized from here on 

the smaller 35mm film format, appeared in 1930 and established the visual form of 35mm cameras to 

come. The lens was located in the midline of the major face (parallel to the film plane) of the camera box 

and the two film advance knobs echoed the roll film inside (fig. 6). From here on the 35mm camera 

adhered to a symmetrical form, as seen in the immortalized camera icon (fig. 7). Even the introduction of 

the through-the-lens viewing penta-prism (fig. 8) did not change the archetypal shape and orientation of 

the camera, except for the addition of a faceted bulge on top to indicate existence of the viewing prism.  

 

           

Figure 7              Figure 8             Figure 9          Figure 10 

 

It should be noted that the classical form of the professional 35 mm camera was so firmly entrenched in 

public recognition that several deliberate tries by camera makers to change it failed miserably. In the 

1980’s Minolta, realizing a concept that won a “camera of the future” competition in a camera magazine, 

came out with a radically new form concept, changing completely the form principles of the camera and 
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the way it was held (fig. 9). This model failed in gaining public approval and was taken off the market. The 

new orientation was certainly not acceptable as a suitable camera form – sort of a failed mutation. Earlier, 

the American scientist Edwin Land invented an instant processing chemical film that produced a print in 

minutes after exposure. His famous Polaroid instant camera was a profound photography advancement 

and as such it might justify a paradigm-shift form to visually identify instant processing. After several 

different form experiments, the folding Polaroid SX-70, introduced in 1972, took the same uncommon 

form orientation - a lens on the long, narrow face (fig. 10). There was a clear justification for such a 

radical visual alteration, including the square format of the Polaroid prints. It was a specialized form niche. 

 

The movie camera 

Let us break away at this point from the evolution of the still camera and go back in time to the origin of 

the motion picture camera. The early motion camera (fig. 11) had to radically break away from the box 

shape of still photography cameras not only because it belonged to a very different cultural realm, but 

also in order to accommodate the large-size film reels placed inside. The visual differentiation was by 

enhanced by shifting the lens location to the smallest plane of the camera cuboid, which became later the 

distinguishing cue of the movie camera. The mechanical revolving handle was a symbol of “motion”. The 

tripod and control lever, always associated with movie cameras (representing human head movement), 

was also often used in still camera photography, albeit not as an indispensable part of the camera icon.  

 

         

Figure 11             Figure 12   Figure 13  Figure 14  

   

Eventually the longer film reels forced their way to the exterior (top) of the movie camera and the rotating 

lens interchange disc was added in front, not to forget the noticeable lens shade (fig. 12). Thus the shape 

of the movie camera crystalized too into a classical symbol, still used today as an icon identifying the 

motion picture industry (fig. 13). One form geometry cue continually persisted – the end plane orientation 

of the movie camera lens. The home amateur 16mm movie cameras, in vogue from the mid 1920 to the 

end of last century, though rather small and simple in comparison to their film industry cousins, they kept 

the same box form geometry, albeit with the smaller film spools hidden from view inside the box (fig. 14). 

The spring winding butterfly key may echo early motion picture camera’s revolving handle.  

When the television era begun, the vidicon tube video camera, introduced in the 1950’s, continued the 

film movie camera orientation geometry, but in order to identify the change to a new technology, the tell-

tale twin reels disappeared, replaced by a small hooded video display at the back (fig. 15). The video 

recording magnetic tapes or the direct cable to a TV transmitter no longer constituted visual parts of the 

analog studio video camera. 
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Smaller magnetic tapes and miniaturization of the video image capturing circuit created a real opportunity 

to bring the video movie camera into the consumers’ realm – the camcorder. The home video tape 

cassette (VHS, Hi-8) was already accepted in visual terms, deriving its form from earlier audio recording 

and playback equipment.  So the double reel visual icon of earlier film camera’s returned, this time in a 

cassette form, to complete the look of home video cameras (fig. 16). The small cassette was incorporated 

into the camera’s body, but intentionally visible in a glass window - to indicate that no exposure-sensitive 

film lives here. Again the dominant form geometry – the essential lens-body orientation - continued. It 

should be noted that the ergonomic components of portable movie shooting – the ubiquitous hand strap 

and the shoulder pad of the larger camcorder, were never visually incorporated into the camcorder’s 

perceived form. On the other hand, the front microphone took visual hold, acting like a second lens. 

  

       

   Figure 15   Figure 16                  Figure 17 

 
Crossing the digital divide 

The abrupt transition to digital cameras should have created, in Darwinian terms, almost a totally new 

product species, but it did not occur in movie cameras. The intermediate stage of analog TV studio 

cameras and magnetic media camcorders, manufactured by consumer electronics firms rather than 

optics-based firms, were already familiar. Thus crossing the digital divide sufficed minor changes - tape 

cassette door out (replaced by smaller storage media) and external LCD viewing door in (fig. 17). 

 

As for stills camera, crossing the digital divide was by far more revolutionary. The first digital camera was 

built in 1994 by an absolute outsider - a computer firm - QuickTake 100 by Apple Computer (fig. 18). As it 

did with its computers, Apple was not committed to any previous film camera tradition. As an indication of 

a paradigm shift, Apple’s camera had to look different, but it should be recognized in context of a 

"camera". In Darwinian terms, a major evolutionary opportunity should often be purposely visually 

exaggerated. So the optics will not be placed on the accepted large face of the box, not at the end of the 

box or it will be read as a movie camera. So why not use the third axis, the side plane, the one tried 

before unsuccessfully by Minolta (see fig. 9). To show that there is no room for a film roll, place the lens 

next to box’s end. Rest of the volume is reserved for electronics and storage device (a diskette drive). 

The Apple digital camera was soft and curved at the edges, as if a bent rubber eraser (to claim: no 

mechanical parts or a film plane inside). The author is not stating that Robert Brunner, the head of 

industrial design at Apple then, actually followed such thinking process, but in hindsight it seems as if the 

rationale described here was followed. 
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It should be noted that each time a major departure from the classical 35 mm camera took place, the 

tendency was to place the lens on the third (narrow) axis. It happened with the Minnox miniature spy 

camera (not shown here) and with the Polaroid SX-70 instant camera. They were visually advertised as 

different, as specialty cameras. These cases are marked in chart (A) by green asterisks. 

 

       

Figure 18                    Figure 19                   Figure 20  

  

A different digital camera form came from Sony. Its Mavica camera retained the orientation geometry of 

previous film cameras but the lens was moved to the extreme end to indicate that there is no room for film 

(fig. 19). Minolta even went a little further in its digital camera - the lens was relegated to an external 

swivelling head (not shown here). Within a short time most optical camera companies crossed the digital 

divide. Unlike Apple’s approach, their cameras were more conservative in form, following Sony’s form 

lead - a zoom lens located on the large face of the box, but always at the right end. The viewing device, 

now universally an LCD screen (fig. 20), sometimes attached like a door at the back of the camera. The 

electronic storage device, ever miniaturized, doesn’t play any role in the visual configuration.  

 

A separate side branch of the digital camera is the “dumb” camera, a camera that just sees, with no 

processing brain. Since it has no brain it usually takes the form of an eyeball (fig. 21). Lytro invented a 

rather unique product where the recorded image data allows refocus, change of perspective and add 

filters to create a better photograph after the shot was already taken (this time by a ”dumb” 

photographer). It has an extruded rectangular form (not shown here), similar to that of exterior 

surveillance cameras, where information is also referred to only after the actual event took place. 

 

Present trends 

Eventually CCD resolution became high enough to attract professional photographers. With the 

advancement of photo-editing software (Photoshop), digital photo management software and hi-quality 

photo printers, it was apparent that the days of film based still-cameras were over. Eventually one major 

film producer after another discontinued its line of chemical films. Inspecting the camera family evolution 

chart, we may extrapolate a probable outcome: the digital still camera branch and the digital movie 

camera branch are getting ever closer, overlapping each other in capabilities. Both have zoom lenses, 

LCD displays, and mass storage media. Movie camera can shoot still frames. Still cameras can shoot 

short films and record sound. The obvious outcome would have been a cross-over, a form merger into 

one multi-purpose camera. The semantic question that may rise then is on which of the faces the lens will 
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be located: the main panel axis, the short panel axis, or on both – as represented in a proposal 

suggesting a multi-purpose, omni-directional use (fig. 22).  

 

       

Figure 21        Figure 22     Figure 23  

 

This projected merger never took place. In fact the two family branches are nowadays moving gradually 

away from each other, each branch of cameras re-defining its purpose and accordingly its visual form. 

That about face is by far more pronounced on the face of the digital stills camera. Professional image is 

now the primary design factor. The more the stills camera is sophisticated, the more it returns to the 

traditional thru-the-lens (TTL) looks (fig. 23) – black body, prominent lens and balancing hand grip, even 

the pentaprism bulge returns, now as a folding flash. One digital characteristic does survive - the next to 

edge location of the lens. The digital movie cameras form remains basically the same, with a tendency to 

shrink in size (and regrettably in popularity) and become simpler, with soft easy hand grip form (fig. 24). A 

reasonable explanation for this about face lies in the fact that most popular photography nowadays has 

been taken over by smartphones and tablets. Therefore the stills cameras opted to step back to the 

conservative but well recognized image of the old black professional camera. Small amateur digital 

cameras still abound but there are doubts whether they will last given the ever increasing capabilities of 

smartphones. After all, the ever thinner small digital camera has form geometry similar to the smartphone.  

 

     

   Figure 24   Figure 25 

 

A postscript 

One curious question remains: Why is it that past cameras rarely survived when the lens was moved to 

the narrow third plane. There is a semantic rationale: that orientation geometry firmly belongs to and 

identifies another family of optical products – the binocular family (Fig. 25). When Apple Computer came 

with its QuickTake digital camera, it was described by reporters as a “binocular shaped camera". 


